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Introduction
Crash Bandicoot 2: N-Tranced is the latest entry in the mega-popular Crash Bandicoot franchise, which has sold more than 26
million units worldwide since its debut on the Sony PlayStation in 1996. N-Tranced is a follow-up to Crash’s first Game Boy
Advance title, The Huge Adventure. 

New features include:

• Eight unique environments, featuring all-new puzzles and
enemies

• An all-new, all-dangerous villain

• Multiple modes of head-to-head linked multiplayer
action

• Three new types of Crates: Freeze, Copter, and
Magic Carpet

• Two new special moves: Rocket Jump and
Super Slide

The story takes place after the events of The
Huge Adventure. The nefarious N. Tropy is
back, and he’s up to no good. He’s teamed up
with an all-new partner in crime, the hypnot-
ically evil N. Trance, to brainwash Crash’s
friends and turn them into bad guys! Now
Crash must face off against his friends
and bring them back to the side of
good…or lose them to the villainous
duo forever!

About This Guide
N-Tranced is a huge game, and this strategy guide will show

you every pixel of it. N-Tranced contains three types
of levels: 2D, Atlasphere, and 3D. For the 2D and

Atlasphere levels, we give you detailed maps;
for the 3D levels, we give you dozens of

screenshots. And for every level, we give
you specific strategies on how to beat
every bad guy, overcome every obstacle,
and find every hidden item. We’ll also
advise you on how to tackle the Time
Trials, and reveal how to unlock the
hidden characters and levels. By the
time you finish reading this guide,
you’ll know everything there is to
know about N-Tranced. Let’s go!
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Controls
Menu Controls
Function Control

Start Game/Pause/Return to Game i

Highlight Menu Selection W, X, A, D
Confirm Selection 1

Return to Previous 2

Crash Bandicoot
Function Control

Move Control pad
Turbo Run Press and hold 6
Spin 2

Tornado Spin 2 three times
Jump 1

Double-Jump 1, 1
Rocket Jump Press and hold 6, press 1
Slide A or D + 7
Super Slide Press and hold 6, press 7
Body Slam 1 to jump, 7 at top of jump
Crouch 7 or X
Call Up Status Panel o

Call Up Pause Menu i

Wake Board Crash
Function Control

Move Control pad
Jump 1

Spin 2 While in the air
Turbo 2

Sharp Cuts 6 and 7

Magic Carpet Crash
Function Control

Move Control pad
Fire Wumpa 2

Copter Crash
Function Control

Move Control pad
Spin 2

Controls and Special MovesControls and Special Moves
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Controls and Special Moves

Space Coco
Function Control

Move Control pad
Shoot 1

Atlasphere
Function Control

Move Control pad
Brake 1

Speed Up 2

Special Moves
The Super Slide, Rocket Jump, Tornado Spin, and Turbo Run
are special moves you earn by defeating certain Bosses. Each
special move makes it easier to explore the 2D levels—and one
of them makes the Time Trials simpler.

Super Slide

You gain this special move after you defeat Evil Crunch. The
Super Slide allows you to slide across the screen, saving you
from having to crawl slowly through long passages. Use it to
zoom across long platforms also.

Rocket Jump

This special move, obtained after you defeat Evil Coco, allows
you to catch more air than a double-jump. You can reach every
Crate and platform in the earlier levels without the Rocket
Jump, but the later levels require it. The Rocket Jump doesn’t
involve much lateral movement; it’s straight up and down.

Tornado Spin

Gain this special move by defeating Fake Crash. It lasts longer
than a regular spin. Use it to extend the length of a jump or
double-jump, because you float slowly downward to land. The
triple-press of 2 is tough to consistently execute, so practice.

Turbo Run

Defeat N. Trance to gain this special move. It allows you to run
at twice your normal speed, which makes it invaluable for
earning Golds in the Time Trials of the 2D levels. Don’t tackle
the Time Trials until you have the Turbo Run.

The Super Slide is faster than the Turbo Run, but it’s an
uncontrollable move, whereas you can stop running by
releasing the control pad. For certain Time Trials, use a combi-
nation of Super Slides for flat sections and Turbo Running for
trickier sections.
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Crystals and Gems

Crystals
There are 21 purple Crystals in
N-Tranced, one in each of the
numbered levels. (There are
no Crystals in Boss levels.)
Gathering the Crystals allows
you to access new levels. Each
Crystal is near the end of the
level, and it’s easy to find;
making your way through the
level is the hard part.

Clear Gems
Break all of the Crates in a
level to find a Clear Gem at
the end of that level. Clear
Gems don’t impart any special
powers or unlock any hidden
levels. They merely reward
your obsessive Crate-breaking
behavior, and they count
toward your game-completion
percentage. You haven’t really
beaten the game until you’ve
gathered all the Clear Gems.

Gem Shards
N-Tranced contains 12 Gem
Shards: four each of red,
green, and blue. Each of the
Shards is cleverly concealed in
one of the 2D side-view levels,
with one color for each
“theme.” Red Shards appear
in the Egypt levels, Green
Shards appear in the Persia
levels, and Blue Shards
appear in the Volcano levels.

If you collect all four Shards
of a certain color, you unlock 
a special Gem level at the end
of the world map (after you’ve
defeated N. Trance). Here 
are the locations of all 12 
Gem Shards; check ’em off 
as you play!

Red Shards
• Pharaoh’s Funhouse (Level 5)

• Hoppin’ Coffins (Level 8)

• Slip-N-Slidin’ Sphinx (Level 16)

• King Too Uncommon (Level 21)

Green Shards
• Prints of Persia (Level 2)

• Runaway Rug (Level 6)

• Now It’s Istanbul (Level 13)

• Rock the Casaba (Level 18)

Blue Shards
• Tiki Torture (Level 7)

• Magma Mania (Level 11)

• Mister Lava Lava (Level 14)

• Eruption Disruption (Level 19)

Crystals and Gems
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Time Trials and Relics

Beat the Clock, Win a Prize!

When you complete a non-Boss level after taking the Crystal,
you activate that level’s Time Trial. Re-enter the level and look
for a golden stopwatch near the start. Hit the stopwatch to
begin the Time Trial. A timer in the screen’s lower-right corner
tallies your time in hundredths of a second (!).

Each Trial offers three 
times to beat. Beating the
slowest time of the three 
earns you a Sapphire Relic;
beating the middle time earns
you a Gold Relic; and beating
the fastest time earns you a
Platinum Relic.

Your fastest time, and the time to beat, are both shown on
the map screen. Initially, only the slowest time is shown. Win
the Sapphire Relic, and the map screen shows the time to beat
for a Gold Relic. Earn the Gold Relic and the map screen
reflects the (impossible!) time to beat for a Platinum Relic. Earn
the Platinum Relic and only your insane time is shown.

To earn a 100-percent game-completion score, you need to
win Gold Relics in every Time Trial. (Be grateful it’s not
Platinum Relics, or you’d be wishing awful things upon this
game’s programmers.)

You can take on the 3D and Atlasphere levels to earn the
Relics, but skip the 2D Time Trials until you defeat N. Trance
and earn the Turbo Run, thus sparing yourself untold
frustration. The 2D-level times are virtually impossible to beat
without the Turbo.

When you activate the Time Trial of a particular level, some
of the Crates are labeled with numbers. Each number indicates
how long the clock is paused when you hit that Crate. There are
one-, two-, and three-second Crates in the Time Trials, and I bet
you can figure out which ones are most useful.

While the keys to success at the Time Trials are practice
and memorization—and, if you’re going for Platinum Relics,
unearthly reflexes—here are a few tips to help you earn 
the Gold.

• Don’t waste time breaking Crates you don’t have to break.
Always move toward the finish line. If you must break a
Crate, spin or slide through it instead of jumping on it,
because the latter slows you down.

• If you miss a one-second Crate, don’t turn around; you
waste more time backtracking than you gain by breaking
the Crate.

• Watch for shortcuts. If there’s a route you can take that
helps you avoid Crates or enemies, use it. A few levels have
areas that are useful only for the Time Trial.

Time Trials and Relics
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Crate Name Contents/Effect

Aku Aku Crate Protects Crash from one hit. He can have up to two Aku Akus protecting him. If he collects a
third, he becomes temporarily invincible until the third Aku Aku disappears.

Bouncy Box Similar to a Bouncy Crate, but this one’s indestructible.

Bouncy Crate Destroy this square springboard by hitting it with a spin.

Checkpoint Crate If Crash loses a life, he restarts from the last Checkpoint Crate he busted open. Every level
has at least one Checkpoint Crate.

Copter Crate This equips Crash with the Heli-Pack for copter action. You can spin while in the Heli-Pack.

Crash Crate Collect the floating Crash head for an extra life.

Crate Grab some Wumpa fruit.

Freeze Crate This temporarily freezes all the enemies in the level, although they’re still deadly to 
the touch.

Iron Box An indestructible hunk of metal. Destroy a Slot Box before it turns into an Iron Box.

Magic Carpet Crate This plants Crash upon the magic carpet, which flies constantly to the right until it decides to
let Crash get off.

Mystery Crate There’s a surprise inside every one, but it’s usually Wumpa fruit.

Nitro Crate If you touch a Nitro Crate, it explodes and you perish. So how do you finish the level with a
perfect Crate score? By hitting the Nitro Switch Box, of course.

Crates and Contents
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Crate Name Contents/Effect

Nitro Switch Box Usually found at the end of a level. Smack it to destroy all the untouchable Nitro Crates in 
a level.

Outline Box The contents of these boxes appear only when you hit the level’s Switch Box.

Slot Box As soon as the Slot Box appears on-screen, it starts “spinning.” Hit the box before it turns
into an Iron Crate, making it impossible to finish the level with a perfect Crate score.

Spring Box Bounces you into the air and gives you Wumpa Fruit with each bounce. You can hop on it five
times before it breaks.

Steel Crate Break it with a body slam or the explosion of a TNT Crate.

Switch Box Smack the switch to fill in the Outline Boxes.

Time Box When you start a Time Trial, some of the Crates in a level turn into one-, two-, or three-
second Time Boxes. Hit the Box to stop the clock and give yourself a better chance at winning
a Gold Relic. The Platinum Relic isn’t mentioned because winning that has nothing to do with
chance.

TNT Crate Jump on a TNT Crate and it counts down from three, then blows up. Don’t spin into a TNT
Crate, or it instantly blows up.

Crates and Contents
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System Stuff

Saving

At the Warp Room (the world map), press i to call up the
Load-Save Screen, which shows your current game completion
percentage, along with the number of Gems, Crystals, and
Relics you’ve collected. Select Save Game and press 1, then
choose one of the four save-game slots and press 1 again.

Loading
Turn on the Game Boy
Advance and select Load
Game at the main menu.
(Alternately, at the Warp
Room, press i to call 
up the Load-Save Screen.
Select Main Menu and 
press 1, then select Yes 
and press 1 again.)

Choose Load Game and
press 1. Choose the Load
Game option a second time
and press 1, then choose one
of the four save-game slots
and press 1 again.

Transferring Saved Games

Use this procedure to transfer saved games between two
copies of N-Tranced, if one of your friends wants to grab 
your save.

Connect the Game Link Cable between two Game Boy
Advance systems. Go to the Load-Save Screen on both
systems. Select the Load Link Game option. See Super
Secrets for more information on what you can unlock!

System Stuff
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The Players
Crash Bandicoot

Our hero! Crash might not seem like the ideal champion to
save the entire planet, but this is one tough bandicoot.

Coco

Coco is Crash’s spirited and highly intelligent younger sister.
When she’s not busy solving the mysteries of the world, she’s
coming up with inventions to help Crash’s fight against evil.

Crunch Bandicoot

Related to Crash only by species, Crunch is a super-bandicoot,
created to destroy Crash. Freed from Neo Cortex’s mind
control, Crunch has now joined up with Crash and his friends.

Aku Aku

The ancient elder mask and Crash’s supernatural mentor, Aku
Aku protects Crash when he gets the chance.

11
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Dr. Nefarious Tropy

The evil master of space and time, N. Tropy is always up to no
good, scheming with Uka Uka to come up with a plan for world
domination.

Uka Uka

The evil twin brother of Aku Aku, Uka Uka is the controlling
force behind Cortex’s obsession with conquering the world.
He’s one mean mask!

N. Trance

A bad egg from the fifth dimension, N. Trance uses his mastery
of hypnotism to make his foes do his bidding. Crash’s newest
enemy may be the most dangerous one yet.

Fake Crash

Not much is known about the crazy character known as Fake
Crash. Created during a science experiment gone wrong, he’s a
not-so-exact duplicate of everyone’s favorite marsupial. Friend
or foe? It remains to be seen….
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Wumpa Fruit

Repeating Aku Aku: “Follow the Wumpa Fruit! Collect 100 Wumpa Fruit to
earn an extra life.” The sweet fruits are distributed throughout every level,
so you don’t have to go out of your way to collect them.

Spin and Break (Sometimes)

Repeating Aku Aku: “Press 2 to
spin and break Crates!” You can
also jump onto Crates to break
them. You won’t use spinning to
break every Crate. The level
designers get increasingly clever
with Crate placement, and to gather
all the goodies contained within,
you need to get increasingly clever
with your Crate breaking.

Might as Well Jump

Repeating Aku Aku: “Press 1 to jump!” Move under the Crate and leap
upward to smack it, revealing three Wumpas inside. The jump is the most
essential move in Crash’s arsenal.

Spring Box or Bouncy Crate?

Repeating Aku Aku: “Bouncy Crates
allow you to bounce on them
several times before they break.”
The first time you jump on a Spring
Box, an unseen timer starts
counting down, and you can hit the
box only a few more times before it
breaks. For example, if you jump on
a Spring Box, wait several
seconds, and

Island Intro (Level 1)Island Intro (Level 1)

Introduction
This level is an enemy-free interactive tutorial in which you learn how to make
Crash run, jump, slide, belly-flop, and more. As you touch each of the spinning
question marks in the level, you’re blessed with a paragraph of wisdom from 
Aku Aku.

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 00:26.40

Gold: 00:24.00

Platinum: 00:12.80

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 1

Crate Count: 23

Gems: Clear

1 3

42

Start Checkpoint #1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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bounce on it again, it breaks on the second bounce. In the tutorial example,
you can bounce on the box five times before it breaks. Five is the maximum
number of bounces you can make on a Spring Box before it breaks. This is
important in later levels, when you’re using boxes as platforms.

Stacked Crates

Repeating Aku Aku: “Crates can be stacked. Spin or jump on them to get
past.” This stack of three Crates isn’t tricky, but you’ll break more Crates
with jumps than spins in later levels.

TNT Crate

Repeating Aku Aku: “Do not spin TNT Crates or they will explode! Jump on them to
start the timer.” When you hop on a TNT Crate, it starts ticking down from three; at
zero, it blows up. You can stand close to the blast without losing a life; keep at least
a Crate’s worth of space between you and the TNT, and you won’t be toasted.

N. Trance N-ters!

Before you reach Checkpoint #1,
you’re treated to a cutscene in
which the evil N. Trance is
introduced, and Crunch and Coco
are whisked away. Time to find a
Crystal for Aku Aku!

Section 2

Aku Aku
Repeating Aku Aku: “Break the 
Aku Aku Crate to summon me. I will
protect you from one hit.” If you collect
a second mask, it protects you from
two hits; collect a third and you gain
temporary invincibility, allowing you to
charge through enemies and deadly
Crates safely.

6

5

7

8

Checkpoint #1 Finish
8 9

10 11 12

13 14 15 16

Crystal
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Double-Jump

Repeating Aku Aku: “Press 1 two times to jump even higher.” For example,
press 1 once to jump, then press 1 again at the top of the leap for a
second, smaller jump. Double-jumping is required in many levels, so
practice it a few times before moving on.

Body Slam

Repeating Aku Aku: “Press 7 while jumping to body slam. This breaks
Steel Crates.” And there’s a Steel Crate just ripe for body slamming. You
can also smash every other type of Crate with the body slam, although you
don’t want to hit certain types, such as a TNT Crate.

Crash Crate

Repeating Aku Aku: “The Crash
Crate will give you an extra life.”
Destroy the Crate to reveal a
floating Crash head, then grab the
head to collect the extra life.

High Bounce

Repeating Aku Aku: “Hold 1 while bouncing to bounce even higher.”
Bounce off the Bouncy Crate to hit the Spring Box above it five times. The
high-bounce applies to every Crate, not just Bouncy ones. Hold 1 after
bouncing off a regular Crate, and you’ll catch more air than a regular
bounce. High bounces are a crucial move in later levels, because you need
the extra height (and distance) to cross widely spaced Crates.

Sliding and Crawling

Repeating Aku Aku: “Press 7 while
running to slide.” Slide under the
Iron Crates to break the Mystery
Crate. You can also slide into certain
enemies to defeat them (although
for other critters, you must jump on
them from above). You won’t slide
under all three Iron Crates, so you
must crawl out the other side. Crawl
at any time by pressing Z or C.

11

12

13

9

10

Note

You don’t have to come down directly on a Crate
to slam it; your slam has range, and you can
destroy a Crate by slamming into the ground on
either side of it.
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Chain Reaction

Repeating Aku Aku: “TNT Crates can destroy other Crates. Just jump on
one to start the timer.” Hop onto the TNT and watch as the explosion
destroys the three Steel Crates below it. The trick in upcoming levels will
be figuring out how not to destroy certain Crates with TNT.

Slot Crate

Repeating Aku Aku: “Spin the Slot
Crate before it becomes
unbreakable!” Smash the Slot Crate
when it shows a question mark to
get Wumpa Fruit; smash it when
nothing’s showing to get diddly-
squat. Smash it before it turns into
an invulnerable Iron Crate, leaving
you unable to collect the Clear Gem
at the end of the level.

Nitro Crate

Repeating Aku Aku: “Do not touch green Nitro Crates or they will explode!”
There’s a Nitro Switch Box at the end of each level that allows you to
detonate the Nitro Crates you dodged earlier. Otherwise, you couldn’t
destroy all the Crates and collect the Clear Gem.

The Plot Thickens

As you collect the Clear Gem and finish the level, N. Tropy tries to suck you
into his dimension, but fails, hijacking a “fake Crash” instead. Aku Aku
explains what you must do now: Collect 20 more Crystals and rescue your
friends from the clutches of evil.

16

15

14
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A Scorpion’s (Brief) Tale

On the wooden bridge is the game’s first enemy, a red scorpion. You might think you can’t
pounce on the enormous beast, but you can spin or jump on the scorpion without fear.

The Big Boing

The white overhang acts as a trampoline. Hold 1 as you bounce to get more height.

A Few Good Wumpas

Drop into the area below the first Checkpoint Crate to gather a few Wumpas guarded 
by a scorpion.

Introduction
This level presents you with your first enemies, your first Bonus stage, and your first hidden Gem Shard. Savor this simple level—it
gets tougher from here.

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 00:36.20

Gold: 00:32.90

Platinum: 00:28.90

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 29 
(12 in Bonus)

Gems: Clear, Green

1

2

3

17

Prints of Persia (Level 2)Prints of Persia (Level 2)

Start Checkpoint #1
1 2 3
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Section 2

Bounce and Grab

Leap up the Bouncy Boxes and grab onto the yellow ledge to the right of the first Checkpoint
Crate. Press 2 to spin while hanging onto the ledge, then press 1 to release the ledge 
and drop.

Green Shard

Bounce down the trio of purple trampolines,
then crawl left, underneath the trampoline
and through the narrow passage. Continue
left to the passage’s end, and double-jump to
grab the Green Shard.

Crackin’ Crash

Double-jump off the trampoline or the ledge with the second Checkpoint Crate to hit the
Crash Crate. Everyone likes extra lives!

6

5
4

Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #1 Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2
4 5 6
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Section 3

Magic Carpet Ride

The magic carpet floats left and right in an endless pattern, begging you to jump onto it and
break the Crate above. Make the carpet’s dream come true!

Carpet Bomber

It’s tricky to hit the carpet-riding bad guy with a spin, because it’s hard to judge when his
carpet will strike you. Pounce on his turbaned head instead.

Bonus!

Jump on the question-marked platform to be swept away to the Bonus area, which is empty
of enemies but filled with Crates. You get a separate Crate count for the Bonus area, but the
Crates you break here apply to your total at the level’s end. This first Bonus section is
straightforward, but future Bonus stages are more devious in design.

9

7 8

Note

If you stand on either side of the carpet, it pushes
you in that direction as it floats toward you.

Bonus Section

Quick Jumpin’
Hold down 1 to bounce more quickly
between the Spring Boxes. Exit the 
bonus. The end of level portal is just 
a quick jump away.

10

Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2 BonusBonus CrystalCrystal FinishFinish
7

Start Finish10
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Section 1
Bandicoot for Breakfast?

There’s a shark in the water, and it enjoys raw bandicoot. Press and hold 2 to kick in
the Turbo and put some distance between you and the watery predator, although the
shark seems to attack roughly as often when you’re not Turboing as when you are.

Whenever you hear the music switch from a happy-bouncy theme to an
ominous tune, the shark is about to kick in its own speed boost and attack you from
behind. You can’t outrun the shark now; you must swerve away from its open
mouth. If you’re temporarily invincible (thanks to the Aku Aku collection) during the
attack, you don’t have to dodge.

If you miss a Crate, position yourself in front of it. The shark usually swims
straight toward you, and might smash the Crate with its bulbous head in its blood-
thirsty pursuit.

Take to the Skies, Junior Bandicoots

After you smack a few Crates, a red ramp appears on the screen. Hit the ramp to
spin into the air and smash three airborne Crates. Ramp-jumps slow you down, so
dodge them during Time Trials.

Weed Whacking

Shortly after the ramp, you encounter several patches of green weeds. Boarding
through the weeds slows you, so avoid them. Follow the line of Wumpa Fruit to get
through the green stuff. In later levels, you must use 6 and 7 to slash through
the narrow spaces between the weeds, but in this level, regular turns work. Hit the
ramp at the end of the thicket to grab several airborne Crates, including an extra-
life Crash Crate.

Nasty Nitro

Shortly before the first Checkpoint Crate is a Nitro Crate on the right. As in the 2D
levels, avoid so much as breathing on the explosive Crate—but unlike in the 2D
levels, you don’t have to hit a Nitro Switch Box to destroy it. In the 3D levels, Nitro
Crates automatically explode when they disappear into the distance.

Lagoony Tunes (Level 3)
Introduction

This is the game’s first 3D level, and it
plays very differently from the 2D levels.
For example, you spend the entire level
being pursued by a large, hungry shark.
(If Crash wasn’t such a laid-back
marsupial, he might be slightly more
stressed about the situation, but he’s
having too much fun on his wakeboard.)
Keep in mind that Section 1 is from the
start of the level to the first Checkpoint

Crate, Section 2 is from the first Checkpoint to the second, and so forth. Now let’s get wet!

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:20.70

Gold: 01:13.40

Platinum: 01:05.70

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 49

Gems: Clear

20
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Section 2
Wicked Weeds

Shortly past the first Checkpoint Crate is
a Crate in the weeds on the right side of
the screen. Don’t veer too sharply away
from the weeds, or you’ll miss the Crate.

Wall o’ Nitro

Just after passing two Nitro Crates in a line, you encounter a “wall” of four Nitro
Crates, spread out across the water. Hit the ramp on the wall’s right side to leap the
Nitros and crack the Crash Crate in the air.

A Flock of Seagulls

Just after you collect the Crash Crate, a seagull swoops onto the screen. Don’t hit
the seagull when you jump, or you take damage. (You can spin into it once you’re
airborne, however.) The seagull sometimes dive-bombs toward the water and flies
forward, so don’t stay underneath or in front of it, either. Treat this and every other
gull like the plague-ridden rats of the sea that they are.

Three Crates, One Chance

Three Crates are above a ramp, and it’s tough to hit all three. Hit the ramp to smash
the first, then press A to smack the second and D to whack the third. You might get
lucky and break the second and third crates as you move left, but don’t count on it.

If you miss the Crates and you’re trying for the Clear Gem, let the shark gobble you
and restart from the first Checkpoint Crate.

Bad Ramp! No Biscuit!
After smashing your 29th Crate
(presuming you’ve hit every one in the
level so far), you see a ramp on the
screen’s right—don’t hit it. Stay on the
left and hit the Crate, which you’ll miss if
you take a ramp ride.

Section 3
Sharp Turn

Two widely separated Crates appear.
Smash the one on the right, then 
press 6 to sharply turn into the one 
on the left.

Might As Well Jump
Two Crates appear, one above another.
Hit the lower Crate and immediately
press 1 to jump into the air and smash
the second Crate.

The End

Just before the end of the level is a wall of three Nitro Crates on the left, and a
regular Crate behind it. The shark chooses this moment to attack. Dodge the Nitros
and swoop around behind them to smash the regular Crate, which should be your
49th. You automatically collect the Crystal and the Clear Gem as you finish the level.
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Globe Trottin’ (Level 4)
Introduction

This is the first of three Atlasphere levels in N-Tranced, and it’s
different from the 2D and 3D levels. Take your time except
during the Time Trial. We suggest you roll around with your
thumb constantly on the brake (1), so you stop whenever you
let go of the control pad. You shouldn’t need to press the accel-
erator (2); you can even roll up ramps while holding the brake.

Section 1

Aku Aku’s Advice

Aku Aku’s words of wisdom are basic, but at least he’s trying to help.

Hello, Arrow
The arrows on the ground point to the
exit, but you’ll miss some hidden areas
and a bunch of Crates if you blindly
follow them; refer to our maps instead.

Time Trial

Sapphire: 00:45.20

Gold: 00:41.10

Platinum: 00:31.50

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 6

Crate Count: 112 (28 Nitro)

Gems: Clear

1
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Start Checkpoint #1
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Hit the Brakes
Mash 1 as you roll down the ramp to 
the first Checkpoint Crate or you’ll zoom
rapidly forward and possibly hit
something you don’t want to hit.

Section 2

Where’s the Guardraiiiiii….

As you reach the second Checkpoint Crate, notice the missing guardrails. This is
another reason to take your time and keep your thumb on the brakes.

Section 3

Hidden in Plain Sight

Roll up the ramp to the northwest of the third Checkpoint Crate to find a Crash Crate.

Sections 4 and 5

These levels are
straightforward. Roll,
hit Crates, hit the
Checkpoint.

23

4

3

5

Checkpoint #1

Checkpoint #3Checkpoint #3

Checkpoint #4Checkpoint #4

Checkpoint #4Checkpoint #4

Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #1 Checkpoint #2

4

Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2

Checkpoint #5Checkpoint #5

Checkpoint #3Checkpoint #3
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Section 6

Careful Corner
Use the brake as you oh-so-carefully roll
into each of these three Crates on the
platform’s edge.

Don’t Miss It

Instead of heading for the sixth Checkpoint Crate, continue up and left past the
Nitro Crates to an area containing four Crates, one with an extra life. This area has
four three-second Crates in the Time Trial mode, making it crucial to scoring a Gold
or Platinum Relic. Instead of backtracking, drop from the right side to the platform
below to save a few seconds.

Section 7

Path to Nowhere
This path doesn’t have any Crates, 
and leads you away from several Crates,
so don’t take it unless you’re doing the
Time Trial.

The Big Bang
Hit the Nitro Switch Box to detonate all
28 Nitro Crates in the level, which should
take you up to the magic number of 112.
Collect the Clear Gem and roll onto the
platform to finish the level.

8
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7

6

Checkpoint #5Checkpoint #5

Checkpoint #6Checkpoint #6

Checkpoint #6Checkpoint #6

FinishFinish

CrystalCrystal
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Pain in the Asp

The blue snake waits for you to get close, then jerks backward and strikes at you.
While you can hit the snake with a spin if you’re quick, it’s wiser to bounce on the
hisser’s kisser from above.

What a Croc
If you’ve never seen a crocodile leap
dozens of feet into the air, wait until you
reach the first gap in the ground. Jump
over the hole when the croc drops back
into it. You can also spin or pounce on
the croc, although you don’t need to.

Walk Like a Dead Egyptian

This supermodel-thin mummy walks very slowly back and forth. Spin into it (good)
or pounce it (better) to give it a good unraveling.

Double-Jumpin’

Stand on the edge of the chasm and spin
the croc as it leaps out, then carefully
jump across to the left of the TNT Crate.
Now double-jump right, over the Crates.
Spin into the Crash Crate for an extra life,
then stand next to the Mystery Crate and
spin to break it without hitting either TNT
Crate. Hop onto either TNT to trigger it,
then continue right.

Oh, That’s Real Slick

The black patch of sludge left of the first
Checkpoint Crate is oilier than a used-car
salesman, and you slide when you walk
onto it. There’s a clever-but-slow way to
cross a slick without slipping. Jump up
and right, release the control pad before
you land. You won’t slide. Repeat the
hoppin’-boppin’ process until you’re all the
way across. This technique is useful
in future levels.

Pharaoh’s Funhouse (Level 5)
Introduction
Welcome to Egypt: a place of mystery, danger, and, uh, sand. And a place with an awful lot of things that try to
kill you. You find your first Red Shard here and encounter the first of many challenging Crate “puzzles.”

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 00:33.40

Gold: 00:30.40

Platinum: 00:18.80

1

2

4

3

5
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Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 54 
(18 in Bonus)

Gems: Clear, Red
StartStart Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #11 2 3 4

5
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Section 2

Push the Button, Crash

Walk onto the floor switch and the stone wall retracts into the roof. Dash under the
wall before it crashes into the floor, but watch for the snake on the other side.

Push Redux
This sequence is more challenging: 
Push the button, jump onto the floating
platform, then jump across and past 
the wall. If you time it right, you can
walk onto and off the platform, but
jumping is safer.

Gut of Steel
Instead of destroying the Crates
individually, use a belly-flop to destroy
all six at once. You can’t do this with
most Crate piles, but this one’s just
Mystery and regular Crates, so it’s safe.

6

7

8

Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #1 BonusBonus Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2

6 7 8
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Section 3

Reap the Red Shard

Ride across the floating platforms to the stone door, but instead of entering it, drop
onto the ledge below. Walk right and onto the oil slick, leaping over the first Nitro
Crate and ducking the second. Jump across the gap, take the Red Shard, and hit
the Nitro Switch Box to blow the Crates behind you. Return left and ride across to
the floating platform and two Bouncy Crates that catapult you to the switch.

Coffin Up a Storm

Spin or pounce the coffin and it shatters, revealing a mummy and his grandparent-
like “old whiff.” Give it the spin or the pounce.

I Luv U, Aku Aku
Drop into the chasm to hit the Aku Aku
Crate; there’s a Bouncy Box Crate 
below it.

Switch-Hitter

The fiend on the right side of the oil slick pulls the switch at regular intervals,
causing a block to fall from the roof, slide across the slick, and drop into the chasm.
Leap over the block, then spin or pounce the switch-hitter.

Bridge-Bouncing

Bounce across the Crates one at a time to destroy them all and earn the Clear Gem.
Do not spin as you bounce, or you’ll drop through the Crate instead of bouncing off it.

9

10

12

13

11

Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2 Crystal

Finish
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11 1312
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Bonus Section

Tap the TNT

Jump on the TNT Crate and wait on the ledge to the left. The explosion takes out
both Steel Crates, allowing you to bounce on the Mystery Crate.

Stay in the Middle

Jump onto the Bouncy Crate between the TNT Crates and bounce straight up five
times to destroy the Spring Box. Bounce straight up again and spin to destroy the
Mystery and regular Crates. Collect the Wumpas, trigger either TNT Crate, and
proceed right.

Spin, Then Jump

Jump onto the floating platform and spin to destroy the Crate to the right, then jump
and smash the Crate in the air as you float left. Or, double-jump onto the higher
Crate, bounce to the second Crate, then bounce right and land on the ledge.

14

15

16

Start Finish

14

15

16
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Bounce and Spin

Bounce on the Spring Box five times to milk it of Wumpas, then spin to kill the
scorpion in the pit—or bounce to the right and land on the ledge.

Say Cheese
This Crash Crate is easy to miss. Don’t
miss it!

Section 2

Climbin’ Critters
Spin to knock several scorpions off the
yellow monkey-bar ledges.

Shard in
the Sky
Drop onto the flying
carpet on the right side
of the scorpion-infested
yellow ledges. Jump
right across a series of
carpets to find the
Green Shard in the air.
Drop to the ground and
go left to hit the second
Checkpoint Crate, and
the two Crates to the left
of the Checkpoint.

Runaway Rug (Level 6)
Introduction
This level introduces Crash to the wonders of the Magic Carpet Crate and
tries to kill him with a couple of new dangers, including a genie and a bed
of hot coals. 

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:01.80

Gold: 00:56.20

Platinum: 00:47.60

21

29

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 4

Crate Count: 62 
(17 Bonus, 5 Nitro)

Gems: Clear, Green

Start Checkpoint #11 2

Checkpoint #1 Checkpoint #2

3 4

3

4
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Section 3

Top to Bottom

Bounce off the Bouncy Crate to destroy the two Crates in the air, then spin and
destroy the Bouncy Crate.

Shock the Monkey
The best way to attack the monkey is to
slide into it.

Section 4 (see map on next page)

Don’t Bungle the Belly-Flop
Stand between the two Steel Crates
when you belly-flop. If you miss one,
there’s no way to get back up to it.

I Believe I Can Fly

At the bottom of your plunge, you smash
into a Magic Carpet Crate and start to fly.
You can’t control the carpet’s flying
speed, but you can steer it. Stay on the
left to give yourself more time to deal
with enemies and Crates as they appear
on the right. Don’t get trapped behind a
ledge, or you lose a life as you get
pushed off the screen’s left side. Keep
hammering 2 to toss a steady stream of

Wumpas to kill enemies and break Crates. Don’t fly into the glowing lava on the
bottom of some areas.

5

6

7

8

Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2 BonusBonus Checkpoint #3Checkpoint #3Green ShardGreen Shard
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I’m a Genie with No Bottle
Don’t be afraid of the floating spirit,
which you can take out with a single
Wumpa toss.

Pull Back on the Stick!
Press W after smacking the Mystery
Crate to break the Crash Crate near the
top of the tunnel.

Section 5

Flop-Flip
Belly-flop the first Steel Crate on the left,
then grab onto the yellow ledge. Drop
and trigger the TNT Crate, then continue
to the right. The blast takes out the other
two Steel Crates.

9 10

11

Checkpoint #4 Crystal FinishCheckpoint #4 Crystal Finish

11

Checkpoint #3Checkpoint #3 Checkpoint #4Checkpoint #4
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Bonus Section

High/Double Jump

Hold 1 to bounce off the trampoline. Release and press 1 to double-jump onto the
ledge of Steel Crates below the Mystery Crate, which contains an extra life.

Easier Than It Looks
Jump onto the stack of two Steel Crates
and do a belly-flop.

The Meat in a TNT Sandwich

Do a high bounce off the trampoline and hit the Crash Crate between the TNT
Crates, then trigger both TNT Crates and continue to the right.

12

14

13

StartStart FinishFinish12 13
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Evil Crunch
Crunch Time

Here’s the scenario: You’re on a magic carpet, and Crunch is
equipped with a shield, a jetpack, and a cannon. You and
Crunch both fly to the right, through waves of Nitro Crates. You
have to avoid his shots, but he can simply block yours.

The key to this Boss battle is very simple: Park yourself at 
the bottom of the screen and stay there. Shoot any Nitro 
Crates in your path; if you can’t hit them with Wumpas, they
won’t hit you.

Crunch flies up and down,
shooting to the left at regular
intervals. If you’re at the
screen’s bottom, he can’t hit
you because he can’t fly low
enough to do so.

After flying around and
shooting for a while, Crunch
slams into a Nitro Crate,
leaving himself vulnerable for 
a precious moment. Shoot 
him while his shield is down,
then return to the bottom of
the screen.

Crunch leaves himself open six
times before you reach the
right side of the level and
automatically lose a life, so
take him out quickly.

Defeating Crunch adds him to your team, opens up a new area
of the world map, and gives you a new special move, the
Super Slide (hold 6 and press 7).
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Bounce and Blow

Double-jump toward the Spring Boxes
and hold D and 1 to bounce on the
lower box; keep holding both to bounce
onto the upper box. After you break the
lower box, land to the side of the TNT.
Spin into the Crate below the TNT for a
Wumpa, then trigger the TNT and
continue to the right.

Please Don’t Pounce the Monkey

You can spin or slide into the monkey with no problems, but if you try to pounce
onto it from above, or if you stand in front of it as it approaches, it chirps in

anger and slams its banana to the ground. Pounce it a second time
before it resumes walking with a protective fruit.

Never Spear, Crash Is Here!

This proud (and very thin) warrior tosses a spear to the left every couple of
seconds. Duck under the spear, then spin, slide, or pounce the warrior.

Crash Crate Sandwich

Double-jump onto the right side of the Crate pile, then jump and spin to hit the Crash
Crate for an extra life. Jump back onto the left Crate and trigger the TNT, then
continue to the right.

Tiki Torture (Level 7)
Introduction
This is the first of N-Tranced‘s Volcano levels, and it’s hotter than a limousine full of supermodels. Do not
fall into the lava. Also keep an eye out for your brand-new jungle foes.

Section 1

1 3

4

2

34

Start Checkpoint #1

1 2 3 4

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 57 
(13 Bonus, 10 Nitro)

Gems: Clear, Blue

Time Trial

Sapphire: 00:27.40

Gold: 00:24.90

Platinum: 00:19.60
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Section 2

Drop Out
Drop into this tunnel and head right 
to find the Blue Shard and the Nitro
Switch Box.

Duck and Cover
Jump onto the platform and duck under
the Nitro Crates. You ride and duck a
second time before you reach the Shard.

Section 3

Leap the Lava

As you approach this bubbly spot, a lava rock flies out of the magma. Double-jump
over the rock and land on the platform again. This is not an easy maneuver, but
you’ll be doing it a lot in future Volcano levels, so get used to it now.

Drinking on the Job

This disgraceful warrior chugs from his bottle of hooch and breathes fire at
regular intervals. Wait until he’s just exhaled a gout of flame,
then run and slide into him.

35

Checkpoint #1
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Bonus Section

Super Slide

Use your newfound Super Slide power (hold 6 and press 7) to break all three
Crates in one swift motion.

Pass the Platform

Don’t want to use the platform in the lava? Double-jump from the ledge to the first
Crate in the air, then hold 1 and bounce across the Crates. Hold D after smashing
the final Crate to land on the opposite ledge. Show-off!

9

10

Start Finish

9 10
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Tower of TNT

Bounce on the Crate, double-jump over the TNT stack, bounce on the Mystery
Crate, and trigger the TNT. Or hold 1 as you bounce off the regular Crate to hurdle
over the TNT.

Scared Switchless

Jump onto the switch to trigger the stone door. 

Platform Pushin’

Jump on the switch to make the platform start moving left and right. Watch out for
the leaping crocs on both sides of the pit.

Hoppin’ Coffins (Level 8)
Introduction
This level has the first genuinely tricky Bonus round and a brand-new type of
mummy who’s ditched his coffin for a spiky burrito. (It’s hard to explain; check out
the screenshot.) As always in these Egyptian levels, beware of leaping crocs as
you approach any hole at the bottom of the screen.

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:04.50

Gold: 00:58.60

Platinum: 00:49.70

1 3

2
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Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 71 
(22 Bonus, 15 Nitro)

Gems: Clear, Red

Start Checkpoint #1
1 32
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Section 2

Oily Nitro
Leap over the Nitro Crate as you slide to
the right. That’s all.

Block Hop

To hit these Crates, leap onto a block as it slides across the oil. Double-jump onto
the higher Crate, and bounce onto the lower Crate.

Section 3

4 5

Checkpoint #1 Checkpoint #2bonus

4

Checkpoint #2 Crystal

Red Shard

Finish

6 10

11

7 8 9
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The Lesser of Two Evils

Bounce between the Spring Boxes. On the fifth bounce, jump off the top and steer
right to land on the TNT instead of the Nitro.

Clever Cretin
This mummy has surrounded itself with a
spiky shield that gives you a massive
owie if you spin or slide into it. The only
way to defeat the mummy, therefore, is to
bounce off its bulbous head.

Right? Right!

Double-jump onto and over the pile of Steel Crates, then trigger the TNT Crate on
the right. The explosion reveals the Crash Crate. Spin into it for the extra life, then
trigger the TNT Crate on the left.

Stairway to Heaven

Hold 1 to bounce high off the Crate and land on the slick ledge. Jump over the 
first two Nitro Crates, then crawl under three more. Continue to the right for the 
Red Shard. You can also backtrack to this area after you trigger the Nitro Switch
Crate, which makes fetching the shard easier.

A Pointed Problem

Two sharp spikes protrude from the holes in the ledge at regular intervals. Wait for
the spikes to recede, then quickly jump across to the safe ledge.

Backtrack

After collecting the Red Shard, run left and drop to the ledge. Hop left to the Crystal
and the final few Crates. Collect them and head right to the finish.

8
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Bonus Section

High Trigger

Double-jump off the highest crate and steer left to land next to the TNT Crate.
Trigger the TNT to flip the Switch Box and fill in the Outline Boxes.

Five at a Time
Bounce on each Spring Box five times,
then steer right on the fifth bounce and
start bouncing on the next one. Practice
your “mad counting skillz”!

Big Jumps
Hold 1 and steer right to bounce from
one Crate to the next. Or jump and hit
each Crate, crawling under the Nitro
Crates as you go.

Brutal Belly-Flop

You can spin through the first stack of two Crates, but you need to belly-flop
through the Steel Crates. Jump onto the Steel Crate stack and wait for the platform
below it to float all the way to the right, then jump and flop. You should land on the
platform just as it moves beneath you.

14

1512

13

Start
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Finish
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Crash Crate
Roll up the ramp and enjoy the refreshing
taste of a Crash Crate. Section 2

Barrel Roll (Level 9)
Introduction
In this second Atlasphere level, keep one thumb on the brake (1). This gives you better control of your
movements and allows you to stop more quickly. Accelerating is for dummies.

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:18.30

Gold: 01:11.20

Platinum: 01:07.00

1

41

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 5

Crate Count: 101 
(45 Nitro)

Gems: Clear

StartStart Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #1 1

Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #1

Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2
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Section 3

The Level Title Explained
A green barrel rolls back and forth in the
half-pipe in front of the Crash Crate. Roll
past the barrel when it’s at the top of
either side of the half-pipe to claim the
Crate. You encounter several more
barrels in the level, so be ready for them.

Section 4
2

Checkpoint #3Checkpoint #3

Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2

2

Checkpoint #3Checkpoint #3

Checkpoint #4Checkpoint #4
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Peninsula
Roll to the tip of the peninsula to find a
lone Crash Crate.

Section 5

Quarter-Pipe
Roll slowly along the bottom of the
quarter-pipe and you won’t drop to your
doom. We promise.

Section 6

Go Left? Right!
Skip the right-hand path, which has only
Nitro Crates, and go down the left-hand
path, which has a Crate and a couple of
barrels.

3

4

5

Checkpoint #4Checkpoint #4

Checkpoint #5Checkpoint #5
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Checkpoint #5Checkpoint #5
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Section 1
Crash Crates

The first half of the level is very straight-
forward. Follow the line of Wumpa fruit
and smack the Crates. You hit a ramp
with a Crash Crate over it, then a second
ramp. Steer left hard after hitting the
Crash Crate above the second ramp to hit
another Crate.

Section 2
Ramps and Weeds

While you don’t have to hit the ramps in
the long thicket of weeds, it does help
you stay away from the shark’s jaws. Just
follow the Wumpas.

Left, Right, Left, Right!

Use small left and right movements to smack all five closely spaced Crates. As you
reach the Crates, seagulls appear and attack for the rest of the level, so watch out.

Lean Left

As you hit the ramp, steer left and smash each of the three airborne Crates.

Last Crate to Clarksville

The 30th and final Crate is near the screen’s middle, in the final stretch to the finish.
Crack the Crate and hit 2 to finish the level with haste.

Flockful of Seagulls (Level 10)
Introduction
This surprisingly short level doesn’t get crazy until after you’ve hit the first and
only Checkpoint Crate. Don’t speed up with 2. The keystrokes for speed vary
depending on what Crash is riding or doing. 2 is for speeding up in Atlasphere or
if Crash is riding a wakeboard—unless you’re doing the Time Trial, as the shark
doesn’t often attack. The slower speed gives you more reaction time.

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:23.50

Gold: 01:15.90

Platinum: 01:12.50

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 1

Crate Count: 30

Gems: Clear

44
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Magma Mania (Level 11)

Slip-Slidin’ Away

Jump toward the rope; you automatically grab it and start sliding downward. Jump
and double-jump off the rope by pressing 1, and spin-drop from the rope by
pressing 2, which is a clever way of offing the monkey below.

Small Slide or Big Fall

Use a regular slide to get under the Steel Boxes and collect the Aku Aku Crate, then
slide back to the right. Use the Super Slide and you’ll drop into the bottomless
chasm—definitely embarrassing.

Wherefore Art Thou, Shard?

Trigger the TNT Crate and drop to the ledge below. Either hit the Checkpoint Crate
now, or wait until you’ve returned with the Blue Shard, depending on how confident
you feel.

Magma Mania (Level 11)
Introduction
This level introduces a new and suicidal avian foe, but the majority of the challenge is in riding platforms across magma lakes and
leaping over lava rocks.

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:00.10

Gold: 00:54.60

Platinum: 00:47.60

1 3

2
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Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 73 
(15 Bonus, 15 Nitro)

Gems: Clear, Blue

Start Checkpoint #1
1

3

2
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Section 2

Into the Fire
Crawl below the Nitro Crates and stay
down as the fire-breather does his thing,
then stand up and spin him.

Duck—Yes, Jump—No

Jump onto the platform and duck as you float past the Nitro Crates; it looks like
you’re going to hit them, but you won’t. After you collect the Shard, the platform
stops. Jump straight up and down, and the platform floats to the left. Go back to the
Checkpoint Crate and proceed to the right.

Kamikaze Parrot!

As you walk beneath the parrot, it dive-bombs into the ground and explodes in a
cloud of feathers. Walk right to trigger the parrot’s attack, then move left

before it smacks into the ground.

Lava Lump
Lava rocks fly out of the magma below
the first two Crates.

Bouncy Bouncy
This stretched-out canvas serves as a
trampoline. Use it to bounce over the
red-hot liquid.

Freeze!

Break the Freeze Crate and the fire-breathing native is paralyzed by a cloud of
twinkles for several seconds. Bounce to the right and jump off his head before the
Crate-effect wears off.

4 7

85

6

9

Checkpoint #1 Checkpoint #2Bonus

Blue ShardBlue Shard

6

4 5

7 8 9
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Section 3

Here, Strap This to Your Back
It’s time for another exciting episode of
Copter Crash! Remember that you can
destroy Crates simply by running into
them; you don’t need to spin.

Don’t Miss It
In your rush to finish the level, don’t miss
the final Crate, placed dangerously close
to the lava.

Bonus Section

Spring-a-Ling
The Crash Crate is placed under the
Spring Box, which means you have to
bounce five times, then hit the Crash
Crate once, and steer right to land on 
the ledge.

10

12

11

Checkpoint #2

CrystalCrystal

FinishFinish

FinishStart

10

11

12
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Evil Coco

Loco Coco

Coco starts by dropping bombs at you. Fly between the bombs
and stay away from her. Wait for her to fly to the room’s far-left
side and drop her shield, then move up and spin into her.

Coco is now annoyed, and she responds to your savage attack
by adding a screen-spanning laser beam to her arsenal. Wait
for the beam to turn off, then fly through the bombs to the
screen’s opposite side. Spin into Coco a second time when she
drops her shield.

Now down to a single hit, Coco destroys the room’s floor,
revealing the magma beneath. Don’t fly too low; you’ll get
toasted and have to restart. Dodge the laser and bombs, and
spin into Coco a third time to knock her out of the sky.

Defeating Coco adds her to your team, opens up a new area 
of the world map, and gives you a new special move, the
Rocket Jump (hold 6 and press 1 for a mighty leap).

Evil Coco



Run From the Sun (Level 12)
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Spacing Out

Open Crates by running into them with the Rocket Tug or by blasting them with 1.
We prefer the violent approach, as you can hit the Crates from long range and
focus on more immediate concerns.

Flyin’ Saucers?! Hide the Cows!

After cracking a few Crates, two UFOs appear on the screen. Dodge their blue
bullets and shoot them down.

Magnetic Mines

After the UFOs are three spherical pods. If a pod gets close to you, it sprouts spikes
and rams into you, causing damage. Shoot down the pods at long-range, but be
ready to dodge them if you miss.

Run From the Sun (Level 12)
Introduction

This level is somewhat similar to the shark levels, except now you’re moving into
the screen instead of “out” of it. The meter in the screen’s lower right shows your
distance from the fireball; when the flaming sphere gets close, press 2 to kick in
the turbo-jets. The meter in the screen’s lower left shows your health as a
percentage, starting at 100 percent and going down-down-down as you’re struck
by harmful objects.

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:45.50

Gold: 01:35.90

Platinum: 01:31.10

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 3

Crate Count: 21

Gems: Clear
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Section 2
Hot-Blooded

You’ll probably see your first exclamation mark as you cruise through this short
area, meaning that the fireball is catching up with you. Fly through the Turbo Gate to
hit the Checkpoint Crate and give yourself a boost.

Section 3
Space Spuds

The asteroids look more like
potatoes than enormous
rocks, but don’t let thoughts of
golden-brown French fries
distract you. Shoot or dodge the
asteroids to avoid taking damage.

Section 4
Applying What You’ve Learned

The final section contains both UFOs and asteroids. Shoot ‘em down, hit the Turbo
Gates, and rush to the finish.



Now It’s Istanbul (Level 13)
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Scimitar-Swingin’ Psycho

This red-turbaned fellow wildly waves his
sword in front of him, preventing you
from attacking him with a spin or slide.
Pounce on his head, or spin/slide him
from behind.

Climbin’ Crash

Jump toward the rope and you automat-
ically grab it. Jump up the rope to
“climb” it, and hold W to maintain your
grip; otherwise, you eventually slide
down and drop off. You can also spin on
the rope to smite attackers, or press X to
slide down the rope.

Rocket Man
Use the Rocket Jump to hit the Crash
Crate; you can’t get to it otherwise.

Climbing Critter
Use the spin to knock the scorpion off
the rope as you jump across.

Checkpoint of Steel

Drop into the gap between the hot coal beds and hit the Checkpoint Crate, then
proceed right to collect the Green Shard.

Now It’s Istanbul (Level 13)
Introduction
This level throws a deceptively dangerous
challenge at you: rope-climbing. How hard can
it be? Try climbing the rope while also weaving
through explosive Crates!

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:10.60

Gold: 01:04.20

Platinum: 00:58.30

1

2

3

4
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Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 3

Crate Count: 92 
(26 Bonus, 21 Nitro)

Gems: Clear, Green

StartStart Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #1
1 2 3 4 5

5
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Section 2

Hang and Drop
Position yourself above the Aku Aku
Crate, then press 1 to release the 
rail. You hit the Crate and bounce onto
the rail.

Chain Reaction
Trigger the TNT Crate to destroy all the
nearby Steel and Nitro Crates, then
quickly jump on the carpet to the left.

Carpets to Crate

Jump onto the carpet from the Crate stack or with a Rocket Jump, then leap left to a
second carpet. Leap a third time into an alcove with an out-of-the-way Crash Crate.

Concealed Crate
This Aku Aku Crate is partially obscured
behind the foreground fencing, so don’t
miss it.

Stack Attack
Spin into the Mystery and regular Crates
from the right side, then trigger the TNT
on the left.

Kaboom!

This nasty fellow drops a firebomb out of the window at regular intervals, hoping to
flame-broil Crash. Jump and spin the mad bomber.

8
11

6 9

10
7

Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #1 Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2

Green ShardGreen Shard

BonusBonus
11
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8

10
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Section 3

Crates in the Corners

For most of this magic carpet segment, stay roughly in the middle of the screen.
This gives you time to grab or shoot the Crates at the top and bottom of the screen
without being pinned and pushed off the screen. Each Crate has a line of three
Wumpa “pointing” to it. Keep shooting!

Bonus Section

Spin Across

Press A or D and 2 to spin straight across to an adjacent rope. You do this a lot in
this Nitro-fueled Bonus area.

Out of Order

Bounce on the Crates in this order: Crate above the Slot Box, Slot Box, far-left
Crate, Crate above the TNT, TNT, far-right Crate. Jump to the rope on the right.

12

13 14

Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2 FinishFinish

CrystalCrystal12

StartStart FinishFinish
13 14
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Mister Lava Lava (Level 14)

Cook the Bird
Jump on the parrot before riding the
platform to avoid having a large bird fly
down your throat, which is painful and
awkward for all parties involved.

Left to Right

Break the top layer of Crates, hopping left to right, and land on the Steel Crates.
Trigger the left TNT Crate, then the right TNT Crate, and jump between the two
Spring Boxes. Hold 1 as you bounce between them. Steer right after breaking the
regular Crate below the lower Spring Box, and spin as you land to hit the parrot.

Section 2

Mister Lava Lava (Level 14)
Introduction
This is a standard-issue volcano level, with an addition to the enemies and challenges you’ve already
seen. Go forth and show your lava-leaping skills!

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:04.00

Gold: 00:58.20

Platinum: 00:50.90

1 2

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 89 
(12 Bonus, 11 Nitro)

Gems: Clear, Blue
Start Checkpoint #1Bonus

1 2

Checkpoint #1 Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2

3 4
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Fireworks

Grab the red rocket and you’re launched
into the air, flying rapidly and uncon-
trollably upward until you slam into a
stone ceiling and drop onto a sliding
rope. Slide into the cavern before the
stone door slams closed.

High-Altitude Crate

After breaking the Copter Crate (and smashing the Steel Crates), fly upward and
collect the Crash Crate.

Section 3

Reach for the Sky
Zigzag through Nitro Crates to reach
another Crash Crate at the top of the
chamber.

What a Gem
Leap the gap and go left across the
platforms to collect the Blue Shard. 
Don’t worry if you miss the jump; 
another rocket will launch you back 
up to try again.

5 6

3 4

Checkpoint #2

Blue ShardBlue Shard Crystal Finish

5

6

7 8
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High Jump

Bump off the fire-breathing native, who
should be paralyzed thanks to the Freeze
Crate, and Rocket Jump to the ledge. Hit
the Slot Box and the Crates, then drop
back to the ground and hit the Nitro
Switch Box from below. If you destroyed
the Bouncy Crate, use a Rocket Jump.

Small Sacrifice
If you hit the Nitro Switch Box before
collecting these Crates, they’ll be
destroyed. No big whoop.

Bonus Section

Don’t Leave Yet
Crack the Crash Crate before you hastily
pounce on the finish.

8

9

7

StartStart FinishFinish

9 10
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Water Logged (Level 15)Water Logged (Level 15)
Introduction
The final water-skiing level is another one with a mild first half and a crazed
second half.

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 00:58.10

Gold: 00:52.80

Platinum: 00:46.10

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 25

Gems: Clear

Zigzag

The first section is stuff you’ve done before. Ski through the buoys, follow the trail
of Wumpas, and smack the Crates.

Section 2
Attack Avoidance

The two Crates in this section are just before the Checkpoint Crate. You spend most
of your time dodging the shark and the seagulls.

Section 3
The Grand Finale

Hit the ramps to get airborne Crates, then collect the last few in the water while
staying out of the shark’s jaws. You automatically collect the Clear Gem and Crystal.

1

3

2
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Quick Bounce
Bounce on the Spring Box five times to
get the Wumpa. You have plenty of time
before the TNT goes off.

Flood Waters

In various areas, such as this one, water
constantly floods and recedes. The green
mark on the wall indicates the height of
the flood zone. If Crash is immersed in
water above his head, he drowns. Break
the Crates when the water recedes and
proceed to the right.

The Scarab Lives!

The giant green bug flies to the left, lands slowly on the ground, crawls to the right,
and takes off. Spin, slide, or pounce it as you see fit.

Checkpoint Box

Rocket Jump from the Steel Crate to the ledge and trigger the Checkpoint Crate,
then go right on a nitro-fueled journey to the Red Shard.

Slip-N-Slidin’ Sphinx (Level 16)
Introduction
This Egyptian level has two new dangers in the form of insects and floods. There’s also a wimpy guy who hides behind 
a big shield.

Section 1

2

3

4

1
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Time Trial

Sapphire: 00:53.80

Gold: 00:48.90

Platinum: 00:43.50

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 91 
(26 Bonus, 23 Nitro)

Gems: Clear, Red

StartStart Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #1

2

5

1 3 4
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Low Tide

Spin the Crash Crate when the water recedes, then break the Crates to the left. Hit
the switch to make the platform move left and right, or leave it in place.

Section 2

Don’t Nick the Nitro

Super Slide under the Nitro Crate to grab the Aku Aku Crate, then double-jump over
the Nitro Crate to collect the Red Shard.

Simple Enough
There’s an extra life inside the far-right
Crate. Spin and break it before you
trigger the TNT Crate. Move left, wait for
the explosion, then proceed to the right.

Wait for It
Don’t clear out the Spring Boxes until the
water starts to recede. Leap back to the
left ledge or onto the column of Crates as
the water starts to rise.

5

6

7

8

Checkpoint #1 Checkpoint #2

Red ShardRed Shard
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Section 3

Quickly, Now!

You can stand here only for a moment or two before the stone wall crashes down.
Leap onto the platform to the right, spinning on the platform to hit the jumping croc.

No Mystery
There’s no way to get the Mystery Crate
without triggering the Nitro Crate, which
is fine if you’re invincible (thanks to the
Aku Aku Crate just before this pile), but
not so good otherwise. If you can’t
collect it, no worries. Just trigger the TNT
and proceed to the right.

Shielded from Reality

You can’t spin or slide into the shield-holding baddie, but you can bounce on his
head, because the shield is too heavy for him to lift. Hit the switch and run to the
right before you’re caught in the water.

Flop and Forget
You can’t slide through the Crates without
hitting the Nitros, and you can’t double-
jump over the Nitros, either. Do a belly-
flop to destroy the Steel Crate and trigger
the Nitros without taking damage.

9

11

10

12

Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2 Bonus Crystal FinishFinish9 10 11 12
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Bonus Section

TNT Decoy

Double-jump off the Crate next to the ledge and onto the Crash Crate, then bounce
on the Spring Box, drop back down, and trigger the TNT Crate.

Right to Left

Trigger the TNT Crate on the right and wait for the explosion, then leap onto the left
side of the pile and spin to break the Crash Crate. Now trigger the TNT atop the pile
and proceed to the right. Don’t jump on the finish platform until the TNT blows and
you get credit for the cracked Crates.

Start Finish
13

14

13 14
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Fake CrashFake Crash
Mirror Image

You and the Fake Crash start at
opposite ends of the same
ledge. Fake Crash mirrors your
moves; if you jump, he jumps,
and if you run, he runs. We’ll
use this copycat behavior to our
advantage. If you touch the
Fake, you lose a life, with one
exception: You can spin through
Fake Crash.

When you stop moving for
more than a few moments, the
screen shakes, and one or more
rocks fall from the top of the
screen. Thus, keep moving.
Jump in place if you have to.

Jump up to each ledge and position yourself so that each pair of spikes pokes Fake Crash. Don’t get
poked yourself. The spikes disappear after damaging Fake Crash. Spin through the Fake to the
other side of the screen and lure Fake Crash into the other pair of spikes, then repeat the process.

Hit the Fake Crash with four
spikes to win the battle. N. Tropy
and N. Trance curse their ill
fortune, while Aku Aku praises
you. Defeating Fake Crash adds
him to your team, opens up the
final area of the world map, and
gives you a new special move,
the Tornado Spin (press 2
rapidly).

Start
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New Lease on Life
Steer through the Nitro Crates and
collect the Crash Crate.

Rocks Can Roll (Level 17)
Introduction
The third and final Atlasphere level is the most challenging of the lot, with a
brand-new obstacle.

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:10.40

Gold: 01:04.00

Platinum: 00:55.70

1

63

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 3

Crate Count: 114 
(32 Nitro)

Gems: Clear

Start

Checkpoint #1

Start

Checkpoint #1

1
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Section 2

Laser: Acronym or Deadly Thing?
A laser beam bounces back and forth
between the gates at regular intervals.
Wait for the beam to go down and make
a break for it.

Tonight, On a Very Special 
Crash Crate
Don’t miss this Crash Crate—and don’t
miss the one at the bottom of this
section, either.

2 3

Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #1

Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2

2

3
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Section 3 Section 4

Shortcut
Use this laser-free path when you’re
running the Time Trial.

4

Checkpoint #3Checkpoint #3

Checkpoint #3Checkpoint #3

FinishFinish

Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2

4
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Sneaky-Beaky!

From the start, walk left and drop off the ledge to land on a Spring Box that you
probably never would have guessed was there.

Tricky Sequence

Slide off the rope to trigger the TNT Crate, then bounce right onto the Bouncy Box,
and bounce up to grab the rail.

Act Fast
Jump over the pile and hit the Slot Box
before it steels itself.

Big Air
Rocket Jump from the top of the Steel
Crate pillar, double-jump off the Mystery
Crate, and land on the ledge.

Rock the Casaba (Level 18)
Introduction
We take you on a “long-cut” through this level to make the Bonus round easier, but you can take the
normal route if you desire: Head right from Checkpoint 3 instead of dropping to the Checkpoint Box.

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:20.90

Gold: 01:13.50

Platinum: 00:58.90

1 3

4

2
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Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 3

Crate Count: 109
(24 Bonus, 31 Nitro)

Gems: Clear, Green

StartStart

Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #1

4

5

21 3 6
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Collateral Damage

Do a Super Slide through the tunnel. You collect an Aku Aku Crate, then lose it
when you slam into the Nitro Crates—unless you already have two Aku Aku masks,
in which case collecting the third triggers invincibility.

We Three Crates of Orient Are

Trigger the TNT Crate on the other side of the Nitro Crates, then drop to the
Checkpoint Crate and collect the three Crates to the left.

Section 2

I Love You, Crash
Drop onto the TNT Crate to trigger it, then
drop onto the Crash Crate for an extra
life, then run right.

One Crate to Bind Them All, and in
the Darkness Break Them

Jump onto the Aku Aku Crate, then drop to the Freeze Crate. Break it, then jump
back up through the hole, trigger both TNT Crates, and proceed to the right.

67
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87

Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #1 Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2
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Section 3

Nose-Dive

In this Magic Carpet Crash section, each Crate is indicated by two Wumpas instead
of three. Shoot the Crates instead of ramming them; you won’t have enough time to
maneuver otherwise. This particular Crate is the only one you have to ram, and it’s
tough to hit; make sure you’re ready to dive as it approaches.

In Pursuit of the Shard
Drop to the Checkpoint Box and whack it,
then proceed to the right to find the
Green Shard along with many enemies.

Section 4

9 10

Checkpoint #3Checkpoint #3

Green ShardGreen Shard

FinishFinishBonusBonus

CrystalCrystal
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Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2

Checkpoint #3Checkpoint #3
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Shooting Sparks
As you approach the floating carpet, the
genie nods and shoots a spark at you.
Kooky! Duck under his “tail” as you float
to the right.

Make a Left
Head toward the Crystal, the Bonus, and
the final Checkpoint Crate.

Hot Grate
Flames erupt from these circular grates
at regular intervals. Leap or run past the
grates to avoid a hot-foot.

Crate Cleanup
Break the final Checkpoint Crate, drop
back down into the tunnel, and return to
the finish. Sweet!

Bonus Section

11 13

1412

FinishFinishStartStart
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We’re Off to Grab the Shard
The quest for this level’s Shard begins
early. Hit the Checkpoint Crate and
proceed to the right.

Eruption Disruption (Level 19)
Introduction
Copter-flyin’ and rope-slidin’ are the highlights of this Volcano level, which tests your
jumping skills.

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:05.90

Gold: 00:59.90

Platinum: 00:50.30

1

70

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 108 
(31 Bonus, 33 Nitro)

Gems: Clear, Blue

Start

1
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Section 2

Chop-Chop

Jump from the platform and spin into the Copter Crate. When you return here after
collecting the Blue Shard, touch down on the platform, and it starts floating back to
the Checkpoint Crate.

Belly-Flop Magic

Hit the Slot Box without getting a TNT
Crate, which will prematurely blow up
the pile. Jump onto the right side of the
pile and open the regular Crate for an
extra life. Jump left, and position yourself
left of the Iron Box. Do a belly-flop, and
the shock-wave from it destroys the
lower-left Steel Crate. Do two more flops,
then jump right and spin into the Crash
Crate for an extra life. Trigger the TNT

Crate and jump away from the pile before it blows.

Section 3

71
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Checkpoint Box Checkpoint #1

Blue ShardBlue Shard

Bonus

2

3

Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #1

CrystalCrystal

FinishFinish
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This Way!
Skip the passage of Nitro Crates and
follow this path instead.

Rocket Route

If you end up at the bottom of this area,
jump to the rocket and ride to the ropes.

Follow the Wumpas
Follow the trail of Wumpas through the
ropes, jumping off each rope to avoid
sliding into the Nitro Crates.

Choose the Explosion
Hit the Slot Box as a TNT Crate to trigger
the Nitro Crate, which triggers the Nitro
Switch Box.

Bonus Section

Crash Crate and Big Boom

Jump onto the right side of the pile and crack the Crash Crate for
an extra life, then trigger the TNT Crate on the left.

Spring and Slot
Quickly bounce between the Spring
Boxes, then jump from the regular Crate
onto the Slot Box before it stops spinning
and becomes invulnerable.

4 6

7
5

8 9

StartStart FinishFinish
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Section 1
Year of the Comet

A row of blue comets appears at the bottom of the screen and streaks upward. You
can try to fly past the comets before they strike you, but it’s safer to aim behind
them. More comets appear throughout the level, so avoid them because they’re
immune to laser fire.

Section 2
Sneak-Attackin’ Aliens

As you hit the first Checkpoint Crate, several UFOs fly onto the screen from behind
you. Shoot ‘em down before they nail you with close-range laser fire.

No Relief from the Heat

The fireball moves quicker in this level than in the first space-race level, forcing you
to hit more Turbo Gates and use turbo.

Section 3
Out, Darn Spikes!

The third and final section is flooded with spiky spheres. Blast as many as you can,
and turbo past the rest.

Crates in a Row

At the end of the level is a row of four Crates. Don’t hit the Turbo Gate, or you won’t
have enough time to shoot the Crates before the finish.

Spaced Out (Level 20)
Introduction
It’s the final outer-space level, so let’s cover what you learned in the last one.
Press B when you’re about to go up like a marshmallow held too close to the
campfire; fly through the red squares (Turbo Gates), but not so often that you
miss Crates; shoot everything that moves.

Time Trial

Sapphire: 03:06.20

Gold: 02:49.30

Platinum: 02:30.90

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 25

Gems: Clear

1 4
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Swept Away

Drop into the water and it carries you along in the current, slowly sweeping you
from left to right. Learn to adjust to the sweeping motion in these waterways.

Checkpoint Crate

If you drop down here, you can head right and collect the Red Shard, but you’ll
have to finish most of the level “backward.” Instead, leap right, across to the
Checkpoint Crate.

King Too Uncommon (Level 21)
Introduction
This level is filled with lots of running water. You won’t face new challenges,
but the old ones remain, so stay frosty and get psyched for the impending
confrontation with N. Trance….

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 00:58.40

Gold: 00:53.10

Platinum: 00:50.70

74

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 91 
(28 Bonus, 27 Nitro)

Gems: Clear, Red

StartStart Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #1

1 2

1 2
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King Too Uncommon (Level 21)

Section 2

Tear Down the Wall

Break through the regular Crates, then double-jump over the two Nitro Crates.

Aku Aku Forsaken
If you don’t traverse this passage before
triggering the Nitro Switch Box at the
end of the level, you’ll destroy this Aku
Aku Crate, along with a second one
elsewhere in the passage. Detonate 
the switch; weaving through the Nitro
Crates for the Aku Akus is more trouble
than it’s worth.

Section 3

Clear the Way
Hit the Nitro Switch Box and backtrack
left, toward the Red Shard.

Leap of Faith

Double-jump and Tornado Spin across the gap. Hit the Switch Box to create a
“staircase” of Spring Boxes, and head left to the Red Shard. Return when
you’ve collected it, hop up the Boxes, and head for the finish.
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Bonus Section

Skip the Bounce

Use a Rocket Jump to hop up to the Crash Crate.

7

StartStart FinishFinish
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n. Trance
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Round 1… .FIGHT!

Wait for N. Trance to hop toward you, then run underneath him
as he jumps.

When N. Trance reaches the
left side of the screen, he aims
and fires his claw-cannon at
you. Stand at the right side of
the screen and wait for him to
fire, then leap over the claw as
it hits your previous position.
After the claw hits, hit him in
the head with a spin attack.

Be sure to hit him with the spin attack quickly—he will retract
his claw even if you don’t hit him. As the claw retracts, run
away from N. Trance, leaping over the claw once again.

Repeat the attack pattern until you hit N. Trance four times.
After the fourth hit, his head turns into a rocket, and he
flies off the top of the screen.

As you arrive in N. Tropy’s lair, he
asks N. Trance to deal with you,
and the eggman agrees. Get
ready to rumble!

n. Trance
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Round 2… .FIGHT!

You must knock N. Trance into the screen’s lower-left corner
using your spin attack. Here, Fake Crash dumps hot lava on
him. Burn the eggman five times and you win the battle; fail,
and you’re sent back to the start of the level.

Keep hitting N. Trance and he can’t attack you. If a glow
appears around his head, he’s about to attack—move away
quickly. The color of the glow indicates the type of attack he’s
going to use.

If the glow is yellow, Trance unleashes a torrent of yellow
bullets in the direction he faces. Trance always uses this 
attack immediately after he’s knocked into the lava. Dive
underneath N. Trance and stay there as his bullets fly
harmlessly to the right.

If the glow is blue, Trance raises an eyebrow and shoots blue
bullets in all directions. Get as far away from him as you can to
get enough space to move between the bullets.

If the glow is red, N. Trance shoots a large red sphere. If the
sphere hits you, your controls are reversed for a short period of
time; pressing W moves you X, pressing A moves you D, etc.

If the glow is purple, N. Trance shoots a large blue sphere. If
the sphere hits you, the screen floods with Copter Crashes for a
few moments, making it difficult for you to distinguish yourself
from the crowd.
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N. Trance
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In Pursuit of N. Tropy

Defeat N. Trance and N. Tropy
curses his henchman-choosing
skills, vowing to return.

Because you’ve collected all the Gem Shards, Aku Aku
tells you to pursue N. Tropy through his space vortex. 
This means you’ve unlocked three hidden levels on 
the world map. Cool! If you haven’t collected all 
the Shards, Aku Aku encourages you to return to
the earlier levels and do so. We second Aku 
Aku’s motion!

Whether or not you have all
the Shards, you’re rewarded
with your final special move,
the Turbo Run (hold 6).
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Crate Clearance
Trigger the TNT Crate to destroy it and
the Nitro Crate, allowing you to bounce
on the Spring Box.

Blast Radius
Don’t worry about destroying this Bouncy
Crate; you’ll destroy it when you hit the
Nitro Switch Box at the end of the level.

101 Arabian Kites (Level 23)

Introduction
This is the first of three hidden levels. Collect the
Gems in all three and you fight N. Tropy in the
final battle. The levels lack Bonus sections, but all
three are challenging. You need great jumping
skills to make it through these. Refer to our maps
and strategies, brave one!

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:52.10

Gold: 01:41.90

Platinum: 01:06.70

80

Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 64 
(21 Nitro)

Gems: Clear, Green

1 2

Start Checkpoint #1

1
2
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101 Arabian Kites (Level 23)

Section 2

The Long Drop

Drop to the platform of Iron Boxes and go right.

Strange Sequence

Jump onto the TNT Crate and a magic
carpet appears on the right. Jump onto
the rug and watch the exploding TNT
Crate set off a row of Nitro Crates, which
then triggers a Switch Box. Grab the Aku
Aku Crate and slam through the wall of
Nitro Crates.

Cookin’ Crate
Double-jump to hit the Crate without
singeing your toe-hair on the flaming
grates below.

Big Bounce

Hold 1 as you bounce off the Freeze Crate to get enough height to grab the rail,
then hurry right and jump over the flaming grates. (Be careful. Even the frozen
flames can hurt you.)

Wumpa Message
The Wumpa Fruit in this corridor form letters, but the letters are horizontally flipped.
Turn the letters around, and they spell “CHRISDP.” This message refers to designer
Chris Degnan and programmer Chris Pruett.
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Section 3

Make It Dynamite!
Hit the Slot Box so it turns into
a TNT Crate, blows up, and
triggers the Nitro Switch Box.

8

Checkpoint #2 Green Gem Finish

8



Fire Walker (Level 24)
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Section 1

Stairway to Heaven

Use regular jumps to trigger the TNT Crates and double-jumps to leap from one
Steel Crate to the next. Each “stair” explodes as you leap to the next, so keep up a
brisk pace.

Nitro Disposal

Spin into the Crates to destroy them. As the column of Iron Boxes shifts downward,
the Nitro Crate explodes, allowing you to leap over the column. If you slide through
the Crates, the column crushes you.

Slam-A-Rama

Belly-flop on the left side of the Iron Box to destroy the Steel Crates without
triggering the Nitro Crate.

Fire Walker (Level 24)
Introduction

The second hidden level has a cheery-yet-deadly
Volcano theme, dozens of difficult jumps, and two
Checkpoint Crates. 

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:38.60

Gold: 01:29.60

Platinum: 01:20.50

1
3

2
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Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 115 
(50 Nitro)

Gems: Clear, Blue

Start Checkpoint #1

1 2 3
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Section 2

Bad Landing
Steer right as you fall off the rope to
avoid dropping into the magma, which
causes Crash to scream “Whoa!” (If I
were dropped into a pool of magma, I
would probably scream something much
more profane.)

4

Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #1 Checkpoint #2Checkpoint #2
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Section 3

The Right Rocket

When the rocket hits the top of the screen, steer to the right as you fall to land on
the Spring Box.

Choose Wisely
Hit the Slot Box to make it a TNT
Crate, which is the only way to
destroy the Steel Crates.

False Finish

Double-jump over the finish portal and
double-jump onto the Nitro Switch Box,
which gives you a perfect Crate-
destruction score. Now double-jump
and Tornado Spin back to the portal.

7

5

6

Blue GemBlue Gem FinishFinish
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One Crate at a Time

Stay on the left side of the stack and spin in place twice to destroy the regular
Crates, then trigger the TNT Crate and drop off the ledge.

Surrounded Slot

Belly-flop on the left side of the ledge to destroy the Steel Crate and expose the Slot
Box, which you can spin for an extra life. If you belly-flop the pile, you might turn
the Slot Box into a TNT Crate and blow yourself. Slam the other Steel Crates before
moving on.

Choose or Lose
If you want to collect the Wumpas in the
Spring Box, you’re going to hit the Nitro
Crate—not so bad if you break the Aku
Aku Crate first, but otherwise wasteful.
We suggest spinning into the Spring Box
and holding onto the Aku Aku mask.

Wild Nile Ride (Level 22)
Introduction

While this is listed as Level 22 in the game, it’s the
third and final hidden level, so we placed it after
levels 23 and 24. Prepare for close Nitro Crate
encounters and the hardest leaps in the game.

Section 1

Time Trial

Sapphire: 01:24.60

Gold: 01:16.90

Platinum: 00:45.90

1

2

3
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Vital Stats

Checkpoints: 2

Crate Count: 97 
(47 Nitro)

Gems: Clear, Red

1

2

3

StartStart

Checkpoint #1Checkpoint #1
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Wild Nile Ride (Level 22)

Section 2

Fork in the River

Bounce across this Box to collect the Crates against the wall, then return to 
the right.

Double Trouble
Rocket Jump to the Spring Boxes on the
top, then bounce through the boxes on
the bottom. And don’t hit those Nitro
Crates! You can leave the bottom boxes,
because hitting the Nitro Switch Box
destroys them.

Up…
Leap up the waterway and over the Nitro
Crates to break the Aku Aku Crate.

And Down

Leap down and over the gaps to break regular and Steel Crates. Belly-flop 
between the Steel Crates to hit two regular Crates on your plunge to the second
Checkpoint Crate.
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Section 3

Rocket Jump and Tornado Spin

Rocket Jump as you approach the row of four Nitro Crates, then Tornado Spin left to
soar above them. This is a tough maneuver, so don’t be surprised if you hit the Crates.

Flawless

While you don’t have to collect the Red Gem without hitting the Nitro Crates, you
can. Jump onto the Bouncy Crate and hold 1 to bounce into the Red

Gem. Keep holding 1 to bounce again, then press 1 a second time to double-jump
right, over the Nitro Crate.

Now jump left and onto the TNT Crate, bouncing up between the Nitro Crates. As
you drop, land on the TNT Crate again. Because you triggered the TNT, you land on
it instead of bouncing off it. Walk right as the TNT explodes.

No Touchy-Touchy!
You don’t need to hit the Switch Box
above the Spring Box. Bounce off the
Spring Box five times and go right.
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N. Tropy
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Stage 1

In this first stage, N. Tropy fires a low-flying
fireball at you; double-jump over it. N. Tropy
follows up with a high-flying energy wave;
duck under it. Double-jump another
fireball, then duck another energy wave.

After his fourth shot, N. Tropy
floats to the opposite side of
the map, and several blue
platforms appear between you
and him. Quickly jump across
the platforms and pounce on
N. Trophy’s back to damage
him. (If you take too long, N.
Tropy stands upright and the
platforms disappear.)

N. Tropy
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N. Tropy floats left and fires the same pattern as before, but
now it’s four of each projectile. Double-jump and duck the
attacks, then leap across the blue platforms and pounce N.
Tropy a second time.

N. Tropy busts out the same attack pattern, this time firing six
of each projectile. Dodge ‘em, leap across the platforms, and
hit N. Tropy a third time. He slowly disappears from the screen
as his energy meter refills, and then we instantly appear in the
second stage.

Stage 2

N. Tropy mixes up his first
attack: one fireball, then two
energy waves in succession,
then a second fireball. Double-
jump over the first fireball as
soon as it’s launched, which
gives you enough time to land
and duck before the first
energy wave hits you. If you

stay in the air too long, you’re toast.

From this point onward, N.
Tropy becomes unpredictable;
he will fire one or two fireballs,
or one or two energy waves. It
all comes down to reflexes.
Instead of double-jumping over
every fireball, wait for each
fireball to get close to you
before jumping. Now you can

double-jump over a second fireball, or land and duck under an
energy wave.
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Stage 3

N. Tropy doesn’t add new attacks in the final stage, but
his old attacks are more than enough to deal with. Jump
the fireballs, duck the energy waves, and boink him on
the head three times to knock him out and complete the
game. Congratulations! Now go for Platinums in every
Time Trial, which will keep you busy for the next 200
years or so….
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Getting Started
To experience the multiplayer modes of N-Tranced, you need
the following goodies:

• 2 Game Boy Advance systems

• 2 copies of Crash Bandicoot 2: N-Tranced

• 1 Game Boy Advance Game Link Cable

Make sure both Game Boy
Advance systems are turned
off, then insert the N-Tranced
Game Paks, connect the 
Game Link Cable to both
systems, and turn on both
systems. Choose one of two
multiplayer games:
Atlasphere and Link Race.

Open up additional characters for the multiplayer games by
downloading a saved game from Crash Bandicoot: The Huge
Adventure. For more information, see the next section.

Multiplayer Madness
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Refer to the
“System Stuff”
section for infor-
mation on how to
transfer saved
games from Crash
Bandicoot: The
Huge Adventure
to Crash
Bandicoot 2: N-
Tranced. Doing so
unlocks extra
characters and an
extra Atlasphere
arena. Here’s the
breakdown:

• Cortex is unlocked by copying a The Huge Adventure save
to N-Tranced.

• Defeating Tiny in The Huge Adventure unlocks him in 
N-Tranced.

• Defeating Dingodile in The Huge Adventure unlocks him in
N-Tranced.

• Defeating N. Gin in The Huge Adventure unlocks him in 
N-Tranced.

• Defeating Neo Cortex in The Huge Adventure unlocks 
the MegaMix level in N-Tranced.

Super Secrets
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